In this talk we will present our approach for the assembly of
SMMs. We have used a phosphorus-supported
phosphorus
multi-site
coordination ligand to assemble trinuclear heterobimetalllic
compounds {[L2Co2Ln][X]} and {[L2Ni2Ln][X]}
The
molecular structures of this family
f
of compounds reveal that
these are isostructural where all the three metal ions are
arranged in a perfectly linear manner and are held together by
two trianionic ligands, L3-. The two transition metal ions are
present in the terminal positions and are
ar bridged to the central
lanthanide ion by phenolate oxygen ligands. Some members of
this new 3d-4f
3d
assemblies show SMM behavior at low
temperatures. The synthesis, structure and magnetism of this
new family of SMMs will be presented in this talk.
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Abstract
Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) are molecules that are
magnetized in a magnetic field and show slow relaxation when
the magnetic field is removed. The magnetization occurs
because there is a large energy barrier between the spin-up and
the spin-down states. The magnetic order is within the
molecules (single domain). The requirements for SMM
behavior are (1) a very high spin state and (2) a large magnetic
anisotropy. In contrast to classical nanomagnets obtained by a
top-down approach SMMs represent a bottom-up approach.
The potential applications of SMMs are vast. These include
information processing, data storage, quantum computing,
spintronics, biomedical applications (like MRI contrast agents)
or magnetic refrigeration. One of the early compounds to have
been studied as an SMM is the dodecanuclear mixed-valent
manganese cage [MnIII/IV12O12(CH3CO2)16(H2O)4].
This compound has an S=10 ground state and shows slow
relaxation of the magnetization. Further, this compound shows
hysteresis; evidence of quantum tunneling was also observed.
Subsequently, several multinuclear transition metal complexes
have been investigated for their SMM behavior. More recently
there have been examples of 3d-4f complexes that show SMM
behavior.
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in India, Dr Rao was a visiting professor at Purdue
University in 1967-68, at Oxford University in 1974-75, and
he held a fellowship at King's College of Cambridge
University in 1983.
In 1989 three researchers at Princeton University
discovered a superconductive material that did not contain
copper as part of the alloy. All previous materials were
copper-oxide based; the Princeton researchers used nickel
oxide, the first time such a compound had been successfully
utilized as a superconductor. While initial results of the
experiments were still being analyzed, and the crystalline
structure of the compound was still a mystery, Professor Rao
and co-workers conducted similar tests with nickel oxide

compounds at the Indian Institute of Science and confirmed
their superconductivity. His research on the chemical
properties of superconductive materials resulted in the
publication of three books, Chemical and Structural Aspects of
High Temperature Superconductors, 1988, Bismuth and
Thalium Cuprate Superconductors, 1989, and Chemistry of
High Temperature Superconductors, 1991. During his career
Dr. Rao has published more than 25 books and 700 research
papers.
Dr. Rao is currently the Research Professor and
Honorary President of the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for
Advanced Scientific Research in Bangalore, India. He was
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ted Chair of the Scientific Advisory Council to the
Indian Prime Minister in January 2005. He was Chairman
Board of Governors of IIT Kanpur during 2004-2006.
2004
Dr. Rao was awarded the Hughes Medal by the
Royal Society in 2000, and he became the first recipient of the
India Science Award.
Award He has won several international prizes
and is a foreign member of the US National Academy of
Sciences,, American Academy of Arts and Sciences and of the
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2005,, by the Dan David Foundation, Tel Aviv University. He
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Bhushan by the Indian Government.
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